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within demes, and c is a positive constant (called the coefficient of interdeme 
competition) and :7 is the mean of x over the species, i.e. ff = ~1 o x4~ dx. By studying 
(1) at steady state (06/Ot = 0), a condition is obtained for group selection to prevail 
over individual selection in the evolution of an altruistic trait. 
The Diffusion Process Associated with L~vy Laplacian 
H.-H. Kuo, Louisiana State University, USA 
Let (b °*, p,) be a white noise space, i.e. 9°* is the space of tempered istributions 
and/x the standard Gaussian measure on b °*. Let (L2) ÷ and (L2) - be the spaces of 
test functionals and generalized Brownian functionals, respectively. Then (L2)+~ 
L2(/~) c (L2) -. There are three Laplacians; the Gross Laplacian At  f=  ~R o~f dt, the 
Beltrami Laplacian ABf = --~R O* O,fdt, and the L~vy Laplacian AL~o = ~R 02q~(dt) 2'
Here 0, is the B(t)-differentiation and 0* is the adjoint of 0,. Both Gross Laplacian 
and Beltrami Laplacian act on the space La(/x) of ordinary Brownian functionals. 
Moreover, Ac and AB generate Brownian motion and Orstein-Uhlenbeck process, 
respectively, with the state space 5e*. As for L6vy Laplacian, its restriction to L2(tx) 
is identically zero and it acts in a significant way on the space (L 2) of generalized 
Brownian functionals. It is shown that the L6vy Laplacian generates a diffusion 
process with state space the space of generalized functions defined on 5e*. Applica- 
tions to partial differential equations involving the white noise /~(t) and Feynman 
integrals are given. This is joint work with T. Hilda. 
Upper and Lower Bounds for the Fundamental Solution to a Certain Degenerate 
Elliptic Differential Equation 
Shigeo Kusuoka, University of Tokyo, Japan 
This is joint work with D. Stroock. Let V,c C~(RN;RN), ai~ C~(~N;R) ,  i= 
N d 1, . . . ,d ,  and CCCb(R ;R), and let Vo=~i=~aiV~. We consider a differential 
L ~vd V2+ Vo+C and the semigroup of operators operator L in ~N given by = z,~=~ 
(P,),~o whose generator is L. Let us define families of vector fields Vt, l ~> 1, 
inductively by 
V~ = { Vb . . . , Vd} and 
V,+~= V,u{[V~, V]; Ve V, , i=l  . . . . .  d}, l>~l. 
We will impose the following assumption throughout. 
Assumption. There is an lo/> 1 such that 
inf(  2 (V (x ) ,~)2 ;xe~N,~ cNN, I1¢11 =1}>0.  
L V~ Vl o 
Then P,, t>0,  has a smooth kernel p(t, . ,  .). 
